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SAMPLE MIDTERM I

Note: On the actual exam, you will be given approximately one half page to answer each
question. You do NOT need to bring a blue-book. You will have one hour to answer your
chosen four questions.

Please select any 4 of the following 5 questions to answer:

1. If the U.S. runs an increasing trade deficit with other countries, what will tend to
happen to the value of the dollar relative to other currencies? What causes this to
happen.

This will cause the value of the dollar to decline relative to other
currencies. There will be less of a demand for dollars by people
outside the U.S. than there will be a demand for foreign currency by
Americans. Thus, the clearance price of foreign currency will be
higher.

2. Please discuss how “administrative guidance” works in Japan.

Administrative guidance results from the practice of the Diet, the
Japanese parliament, to pass very general laws with the details of
regulations being delegated to government agencies. The agencies
therefore have a great deal of power and can make rules with very
little oversight. Japanese firms will often approach government
officials informally to inquire as to what sorts of applications and
behaviors would be viewed favorably.

3. Please discuss differences between English and “Romance” writing patterns.

English language writing tends to emphasize organization, staying on
topic, conciseness, and sequentially developing points. Departures
from the topic are discouraged, and the writer is expected to start
off introducing the subject, followed by development of the argument
and a conclusion based on this argument. In Romance writing,
departures from the topic are expected as a sign of elegance. The
sequence of discussion is less rigid, and the writer has more freedom
as to where to begin.

4. According to the text, what are some trends in World trade?

World trade is currently growing again after a temporary decline.
Levels of exports from Asian countries—and the economies of these



countries--have risen at especially high levels in recent years as
these countries have increasingly emphasized exports.

5. According to the text, what does “transparency in trade” involve?

Transparency involves the extent to which trade decisions are made “in 
the open” with clear rules being published.  In some countries, clear 
rules are not published, and arbitrary and inconsistent decisions may
be made by government officials.


